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Typical horizontal section

SolarLab panel hanger

Thermally broken mounting clip

SolarLab horizontal hanging rail

Vertical girt/rail

Supporting wall

Spacer plate

Supporting wall

Solarlab scope boundry

Typical build-height
for angled panels 76-336 mm
SolarLab PV

SolarLab panel frame
Typical ventilation gap 20 mm (min 10mm)

Typical width 500-1000 mm (max 1500 mm)

Typical build-height 80 mm

BiPV facade panelisation and panel design guide
Spacer plate

The SolarLab.dk BiPV cladding systems allow customizations to fit the individual project
from the geometry and mounting to finish and colors.

SolarLab PV

This sheet provides a simplified design guide to aid in the architectural BiPV facade
design, but feel free to involve us early in the concept phase so we can support you with
more detailed design support as well as power and cost estimations.

SolarLab panel hanger
SolarLab panel frame

All information presented here is the property of SolarLab.dk and is provided without
warranty and obligations, as creative support. Any implimentation will require validation
by project or SolarLab.dk engineering ressources.

SolarLab horizontal hanging rail
Vertical girt/rail such as Envelope

The basic structure is identical to most light-weight ventilated facade claddings and
consists of 3 functional layers, from the fixation to wall or vertical girts, the horizontal
hanging rails and the customized BiPV panels. Typical scope boundries for a SolarLab
BiPV facade are the verical girts or the supporting facade and the AC side of the
3-phase inverters, but does not include installation. Installation takes 1/2 to1 hour/sqm
depending on architectural complexity and scale.

Themally broken mounting clip

The solar facade cladding is based on 4mm tempered low-iron glass and seaworthy
aluminium weighing 12kg/sqm to 15kg/sqm, and provide a EuroClass Fire rating of up
to B-s,1-d,0. Additional we can integrate our active and passive firebreak solutions to
ensure local code compliance or project requirements.
Depending on panelization and color the solar facade provides 150 Wp to 195Wp
capacity and comes with integrated optimizers and panel level monitoring as well as
rapid-shutdown

Supporting wall

Typical height 700-2400mm
(max 3600 mm)

SolarLab.dk solar facades are designed around the most efficient PV technologies in
the market and are constantly improving. Currently the optimal cells are Monocrytalline
c-Si PERC cells that measure 158,75 x 158,75 mm and this provides a handy modulus
for optimal panel sizes.
However these are by no means a constraining factor as the cells are invisible and the
panels therefore can have active and inactive areas that are indistinguishable in the
final facade and providing complete design freedom to achieve any shabe.
.

Thermally broken mounting clip

Typical ventilation gap 20 mm
(min 15mm)

Margin from glass edge to cell min 20 mm
Minimum spacing edge to cell min 20 mm

Minimum inter cell spacing 3 mm

Current PERC C-Si cells used by SolarLab
are typically 158.75 mm square,
but these change as technology improves

Vertical girt install-height 112 to 390 mm

Typical vertical section

Panelization guide to PV cell spacing and optimal panel dimensions

